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New expansions for global semigroup theory are developed. Many expansions have a left and 
a right version, each with specific (dual) properties; e.g., the I.hodes expansions s’, resp. s ‘, 
have unambiguous Yiesp. .$-order. In applications one sometimes needs expansions having both 
properties simultaneously; these can be sonstructed by alternately applying the left and the right 
expansion (possibly infinitely often) while keeping the same set of generators. Thus one obtains 
an expansion which is invariant under application of the old two expansions and thus has the pro- 
perties of both (e.g., one obtains -+ with _“+ = - + = :+“, and so -+ has unambiguous 2- and 
:$-order). It is proved that, in the case of the Rhodes exi;nnsion, the new expansion is ‘close’ to 
the original semigroup; in particular (and this is the main result of the paper), $i is finitp (resp. 
finite-<y-above) if S is finite (resp. finite-<l-above). 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Global t,hleory of semigroups 
The goal of the global theory of semigroups i  to put global algebraic oordinates 
on semigroups and their morphisms. 
The techniques that will be described are general; they apply to arbitrary semi- 
groups (finite or infinite). 
Let us repeat some of the remarks of [3] about the global theory 3f semigroups, 
and about expansiou; of semigroups. 
Glob01 theorems of semigroups take the following form: Given a semigroup S, 
there exis; semigroups T and X, and a morphism ~1 such that S &- TI X, more- 
over X is built up from more elementary semigroups (‘building blocks’) using 
elementary operations. 
Discussion. How good a global theorem is, depends on how well the following 
antagonistic goals are reached: 
(I) X should be ciose to the particular semigroup S (have those properties of S 
that are considered important in the applications); the building blocks (that form 
the coordinate sets for X) should be c4osely related to S; the morphism q and the 
embedding ‘5 ’ should be ‘nice’. 
(2) The global coordinatization of X should be simple, and the multiplication of 
eizments of X should be easy to perform in terms of the coordinates; in fact, the 
same coordinatization scheme X should be applicable in a general way to as many 
different semigl-oups S as possible. 
The Idea of a global coordinatization, when applied to morphisms, leads to the 
notion of a kernel -for semigrtlup morphisms, generalizing the kernel of group 
throrv; see [?I and j3] fgr further information. 
1.2. Semigroup exparlsions 
e point of view of global theory of semigroups it is natural to replace a 
semigroup S by a semigroup S such that u : s + S (S is a homomorphic image 
, and such that ,!? is easy to coordiriatize. 
OTC pie+ely, we are interested in functors ( -) from the category of semigroups 
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and homomorphisms into special categories of semigroups and morphisms; such a 
f\mctor (T) is called an expansion if in addition there exists a natural transformation 
q from the functor (T) to the identity functor, and that each qs is subjective. 
SO, given a semigroup S there exists an expanded semigroup s and a surmorphisrn 
qs T, there exist semigroups S, T and a mor- 
phism q such that 8 : s-+ F if cp is surjective, @ should also be surjective; and (func- 
torality): if id is the identity function of S, then id is the identity of S, and if 
SAT-a U, then i#?=$@. 
Nloreover (natural transformation): the following diagram commutes: 
The same discussion as for global theorems of semigroups can be made For expan- 
sions: (1) how close is 3 to S (what properties of S are present in S by qs)? (2) how 
nice a structure does S have? 
Many useful expansions are now known, the oldest being the Rhodes expansion 
(exposited in [7], Chapter XII by B. Tilson). 
We shall now give two trivial expansions, which will serve as the ‘raw material’ 
for later, useful expansions. 
1.3. The free expansion 
Let S be a semigroup; 
Two Trivial Expansions 
denote by S’ the free semigroup over the set S (i.e. Sf is 
+he set of all finite non-empty sequences of elements of S; multiplication is con- 
catenation). Let q, : S+ -*S denote the map (s,, . . . , s,)csI S.-S, (i.e., just multiply 
in S the terms of the sequence); qs is a surmorphism. 
Let cp :S - T be a morphism; in order to turn (. )’ into an expansion we define 
(o+: S+-+T+ by 
0 1,~~~,s,)~((sI)o,~~-~(~~)co)~ 
then cp+ is it morphism which is su .jective if p is surjective. 
It is straightforward to check that + is an expansion. 
Diwussiorz of the free expansion: (1) The morphism qs does nol &-reserve many 
properties of S; e.g., S’ is inf: Gte t’b’en if S is finite, the word problem is un- 
solvable in most cases (i.e., given two t?ements of S+ it is usually undecidable if 
they have the same image under qs), etc. 
4 J.-C. &get 
(2) S+ has a very nice structure; the multiplication and the ideal structure are 
simple. 
1.4. The muchine expmsions 
From a given semigroup S we construct he automaton whose state and output 
set is St, and whose set of input symbols is S, the next-state function is 
(st , s2) - sI s2 (multiplication in S) where s1 = state and s2 = input; the output func- 
tion is the identity function of St. Thus for an input, sequence (.slr s2,. . . , s,,) applied 
to the state 1 the output sequence will be (~r,s~s~, . . ..slsz~~~s.,). 
Remark. In this construction we always apply inputs on the right to a state (i.e., in- 
puts are rea.d from left to right). The dual construction (reading from right to left) 
is of course also possible. 
Let 6, be the function defined by (s,, s2, . . . , s,) w (s,, sI s2, . . . , s1 s2 e-s s,), and let 
S”=((sl,sls2 ,..., sls2-~s,)Inrl, andsl,S2 ,..., S,ES} 
(the set of cutput sequences). 
!f in S* we define the multiplication 
(S,,S& ,...) s,s2”‘s,)(tt,t,t2 ,..., f,f2’*‘fm) 
=(s~,s*S~,...,S*.~~~“‘S*,S~s~“‘S,f~,...,S*S~”’S,d,f~“‘tm), 
then 6s becomes a homomorphism from S+ onto S’ (and hence S’” is a 
semigroup). 
Define also 91s: S”+S by (s,,s~s~,...,s,s~.~.s,)~s,s~~~~s,, i.e., take the right- 
most (=last) term in the output sequence; then qs is a surmorphism. 
Also, if p : S-+ T is a surmorphism define 9’ : 3’ + T’ by 
(S,,S,%, . . ..sr -..s,)~((sI)~,(51s2)cp, ~~&~“‘*~J~) 
(which is equal to ((sr )Is, (st)&s2)47 . . . , (q)p(s& .*- (s,)(p)); 0’ is a morphism, 
which is surjective if p is surjective. 
It is straightforward to show that this defines an expansion. 
Rmark. 9 is a natural transformation from the functor (s)’ (free expansion) to the 
functor CT)* (right machine expansion). 
Dually we can define Sy=((~I~~...~,,~2...~,,...,~,)11211,~i~S) etc., and 
again we obtain an expansion. 
These two expansions are the right resp. left machine expansions. 
The free expansion and the machine expansions are not very good in themselves, 
but they are useful in constructing interesting expansions. 
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1.5. The category of se&groups generated by a given se! 
So far we have considered the entire category 9’ of semigroups and morphisms, 
and we defined expansions on that category. 
However, in many applications (e.g., in automata and formal language theory, 
or in combinatorics) we deal with semigroups generated by the same set (in a general 
sense defined below), e.g., if one studies automata and languages over a given 
alphabet, or formal power series of a fixed number of indeterminates tc. This leads 
to defining expansions on the category of semigroups generated by a green set A; 
these are obtained usually by restricting a ‘general’ expansion to a subsemigroup 
generated by the set A. In addition to having the same applications as general expan- 
sions, these expansions (called ‘cut-downs to generators’) often have better 
properties. 
In order to be able to talk about the ‘same’ generators in different semigroups, 
we introduce the following: 
Defintion. A semigroup S is generated by a set A iff there exists a function f : A-S 
such that S={(A)-f) (i.e., S is generated - in the classical sense - by the range (A)f 
of f; we do not assume that A ES, nor even that I.4 I< 1 S I). 
For a given set A, we consider the category Pi of all semigroups generated by .4: 
The objects if the category .& are of the form (S,f) where S is a semigroup and 
f : A -+S is a function such that S = ((AIf). 
The morphism from (S, f’) into (T, g) are those semigroup morphisms cp : S -+ T 
such that the diagram 
commutes. Then p can be described as follows: given s= ni_, (ak)fE S (where 
aI, . . . . a,EA), the image is 
(~)a, = kfi, (MfcD = $, (a& E 7’. 
P.G. The product of (S,f) and (r, g), denoted (S x T,,‘x g), is 
(SX T,fxg)=((((a)f,(a)g)ESx TlaEAkT.,fxg) 
(i.e., the subsemigroup of the direct product S x T generated by the elements 
((c)J (a)g) for aE A); by definition (a)fx g = ((a)f, (a~g’), 
the universal property required: if (U, h) 2 (S,.f 1and (U, h) x 
(T,g) (i.e., the diagrams 
J. 42, Birget 
Y\ A\ h * f and h g 
(;; ,-.“s 
/\ J 
U----,T 
commute), then p x y is the unique morphism for which the following diagram 
commutes: 
(U h) 
where plS pz are the projection morphisms; for example 
Pr : (r-I WA n Wg) - I-I (af? 
and rp x p is: defined by 
commutes, and (p x ry is in the category YA. 
In a similar way, one can define the product of a family ($,&I: 
1.7. Elementary properties of the product of 5$, 
(a) (Commutativitj): (SxT,fxg)==(T~S,gxf). 
(b) (Associativity): FW semigroups (S, f ), (T, g), (U, h) geflerated by A we have 
(Sr.(TxU),fx~xh))=((SxT)xU,(fxg)xh)=(SxTxU,fx~:>:k). 
(note that these three isomorphic semigroups are defined differently). 
(c) (Absorption of homomorphic images): [f Q : S--r) (S)p is a semigroup mor- 
phism, and ij (S, f) is generated by A, then (S x (S)q, f x fp) = (S f ). 
; 
8. Parts (2) and (b) are immediate from the definitions. 
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Pait (c): :he following estatilishes an isomorphism: (n (+)f, fl (u&i& H n &)f. 
Remark. The same properties hold for infinite products (commutativity, associa- 
tivity, absorption of homomorphic images). 
1.8. Projative limit 
Let (Sn + 19 fn + 1) A is,* .&,I* for DECO, be a sequence of surmorphisms of the 
category :/;1 of semigroups generated by the set A. Then the projecllve limit 
projlim,+,((S, + , ,Jn + I ), ce,) is defined to be: 
t 
(*..,4J+ I,%,..., S,)E 
( 
fl S”, n.& tr’n--,=(&J+&P7, 
“EW n E UJ >I 
It follows that i&l the category &: 
(*) 
since 
and the following diagram commutes. 
Remark. If in the above situation we replace Frojlim(S,, f,> by projlim S, (i.e., we 
take the projective limit within the entire category of semigroups), then the above 
property (*) does not hold anymore. 
Far example, let S, be the finite cyclic semigroup r,l’ order n generaled by 
{a} :S,,= (a’] t sisn} with o”-~#Q”=u~+‘; let g,,: .Y,,+! -+S, be defined by 
Then the product in the category of semigroups geuerated by one element is isomor- 
phic to (N, +) (the po:;itive integers under addition); bu? projlim(S,,+ , % S,.,) in 
the category .Y of all se.nigroups is isomorphic to (N U (001, +). 
Notation. Given a farnAy (Si.&)i, I of se %groups generated by the set A, we often 
1.9. Ekpamiom on the ckategory qf “;efvcYPugm~~ir gemWed il,,? a set A 
In [9], 3. Moile~ introduces t:te sub,ses,rigrstrg $A of s fcr the special case of the 
Modes ex~~rnsic.3n (& iv defined in i9] as the subsemif;roup of $ ger3eriited by 
((a)]aES), wmning that S=‘.AXA G S). He:-,: we gen~&ze Ihi~ n~:ion to ar .. 
bitrary expaManf 
Although restricting t;.upansions to certain Eeaacrators is 2 very simple ika it has 
important consequences, as we shall see later. 
An exy,,nsion (& 0x1 the category .55 is der”ined Gmila; Ig :v 81; txpansien 03 : k 
category .;P of all semigroups (see 1.2): (“)A in a functdr, and there exists a nattrraI 
transformation rj frar3 th.e tknctcr (T)A to the identity fursctor of Yi, etc. 
ff (I) is an expansicm of thz category Y, the? an expansion (T), of the categcry 
$ can be obtained from it; (T)A it c?iled the mtdcwn +* (1) to the generators A: 
Assume that there exists a natural transforT&isn 6 fraaz ?he fr .e expansion (- )’ 
to the expansion <‘) such that & is surjectivz for any simigroup S (this is llot a 
strong restriction, and all known expansions atisfy it). 
Then the following diagram commutes, for any morplkrta 8 : S-+ T of .Y’: 
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Define now SA = (((A I~)‘)C,~ (and similarly for T), and pA = @IS, (the restriction 
of @ to S,SSL 
Define 1: A I$: by a- (@a,; then 
comm!!;es, and (& ,p) and (TA, S) are objects of ,‘r;l, and @A is a morphism of &. 
at is zrrnightforward ;o check tha; ( ;>A is a functor on .‘/;I; also, v)A is surjective if 
p is slrjectlve. 
Moreover the foilowing diagram commutes (denoting OS Itcn,J,+ by tY.q, and qs Is4 
by it:,: 
Hence (. )/ is an expansion of :he category $9~. 
The fc4owir.g notions from &sGcal :;emigroup theory will be needed in the 
sequel. 
(1) Let a, b E A’. Then, by definition: az,# b iff (Xv E 5’ ) ax = 6. This can be inter- 
preted in differeorat [equivalent) ways: 
* from a machine point of view: the P ;r:: ,.? i\ j. ~~~-~c!-Ls!~c from the siate @ by 
right,-m;lltiplicatir,“: @ -2~9; 
multipkation on the left; Q ra G 3 co> q cb. 
One also defines a w$ b “ay f~ z,? b and b ># a] r I:a tf;au tx;e S ‘a = Sib I hs re- 
ilirion J: is a left-conhuuence; kg is a p&i:%‘: orcler oa i e =*&asses. We write 
a&b it’i ar8.b and !%OT (azgb). 
(z iJuci!.ly one defines 2, (Ic~~-?~achnDiIit~j. 
The other Grin reiations arc: 
(3) =x is defjned by [r, arrd z3]; =$ is defined by jk, g.nd 4.J. 
(4) q is defined by [=40 =Q], or tqz:ivalcntly [s.~ 0 -_:I (wilere 0 denotes com- 
position of relations). 
(5) rY is defined by \__a * 0 zyf, or equivalently ::1”_!. 0 r $1, 
So azfb iff (Z~X,~ES’> xay=b (iff S*aS’ZSLbS1); =Y is di:tined to be [ZE$ and 
l;J. 
Remark. =9 anld =Y are defined differently (and kdeed, for infinite se&groups 
here are examples for which =* #Ed; see e.g. [g] or 1611); however =9 * =Ca. The 
reachability picture for a=,b is 
(denoting a=,gc=9 b), 
while for a=-+rb the picture is u 
(denoting az,?pct I, bbr, c2z,aa). 
(It is also true by symmetry, that a=,b iff 
znd similarly for =$). 
See [6], or [lJ, or [g] for mere information on the Green relations. 
hades cxpraesion and the COWF expansion 
We now define tS:e Modes expansion (introduced in 1969 by j< Rhodes in the 
proof of the Fundamental Lemma of complexity; see Tilson’s Chapter XII in [a], 
and [9tJ. This expansion is obtained by ‘reducing’ the stale-sequences of !?’ (the 
Ecft machine expxnsisn of $3. 
First, not&x that an element (s, --q s2sl, .,. , s2s1, sI) E S” is actually an 5:, -chain, 
i.e. .s~*.-s~s~s+, ...s~,s~s~~:, sr. Each. of these ‘ly’ is either </ or s’:, (i.e., the 
reachabilit! - j are eithe; irreversible or reversible). 
The wdmi.m of an sr -chain is defined inductiveiy; to simplify the notation we 
write an 5, J -f~3i2hl 83 (,U,S, l -* I, X2Sv XI). 
(1) IfGE .c_ , dwiti copltuins <:, : 
PfA”&S, -** I, Xk+ ) <, >.“A s:, **- I, x1) 
In words: An s_, -chain is reCuc~d by reading it from right to left and cancelling 
each element hat is =.y -eq+&ent to its successor in this given chain; if an elemeilt 
is strictly <,-above its successor (i.e., the transition from it to the successor is ir- 
reversible), then the elemeg is preserved in the reduction. 
For example (a~~ b<r.r=:y dEy ecY f) will be reduced to 
The reduction transforms an r,,-chain into a C~ -chain; 
unique. 
The reduction has the following crucial property: 
(Q<, CCJ). 
the result is clearly 
2.2. Fact. Red@ - t) = I?ed(Red(s) - Red(t)), where s, t E: s’, and - denoks mulfiplica- 
tion in S’. 
proof. (We write C, I and = instead of c?, 5, and c,.) Let 
s=(X,~..-Xj+,<Xj~...~xj+~<X;‘..), 
t=(y,9* Yk+l<Y&” ..‘~yh+,<y~“‘)EK 
Then 
Red(s) - (Red(t) 
=(X,<..'<Xj<X~C"')'(Y~<.~.CY~CY~<"') 
=(X,,Y,r"'IXjY,IXiYn~"'(Yn<'..<Yk<Yh<."); 
while 
s*t =(x,ynI”’ rXj+IY,rXjY,~"'=-Xi+1Yn(xiYn5 
. ..(y”~.“y~++<yyk~..‘~~~+.<y~...). 
If !.ve apply now the reduction to both products we obtain the same result. G 
2.3. We now define the Rhodes expansion of the semigroup 
9” = ((x*<:, .a.<y x,)(n~l and x,,...,x~E$) 
(i.e., the set of all cr -chains over S), with multiplication: 
S to be 
12 .I. -C. Rirget 
sz = Red@. t) 
(where s,t~ gyp, and l denotes multiplication in sy). 
Fact 2.2 then says that s E S r*Red(s) E $’ is a homomorphism. Hence 2?’ is a 
semigroup und,er t,he given multiplication (since associativity is preserved under 
homomorphic image). 
Given a morphism q~ : S --* T (not necessarily onto), define $5”‘: SF-+ Ty by 
tn;l <u . ..~~x~)~“=Red((x.)yr~~...=~(~,)(~), 
where the reduction is of course carried out with respect o the ly.-order of T. 
It is easy to prove that oy’ is indeed a morphism, and that (:)Y is a functor. 
Finaay define: 
rls:~%~a,..*<rx,)E~“‘~%,ES; 
qs is a surjective morphism (as is easily seen from the definition of the multiplica- 
tion in s”) - and is called the canonical morphism. 
The foltowing diagram commutes: 
if q~ is surjective, then so is @‘.. 
Thus, (T)’ is an expansion. See also [l l] for further information on the Rhodes 
expansion: . 
Let us briefly mention some classical properties of this expansion. 
(I) For any finite semigroup S, the Rhodes expansion 9” is embedded in a 
Krohn-Rhodes decomposition (while in general the theorem only holds fcrr division 
< ). This will be extended to infinite semigroups in later papers [5], [I?]. 
f2) The Rhodes expansion, together with Tilson’s derived semigroup (see TiBson’s 
Chapter XII in 171) form a powerful technique in complexity theory of finite 
semigroups, and in the study of homomorphisms between arbitrary (not necessarily 
finite) semigrcups; see [9], where it is proved, for example, that if the morphism 
6p : S --I, T is ‘aperiodic’ (i.e., if A is an aperiodic subsemigroup of T, then (A)~- ’ 
is aperiodic; a semigroup A is called aperiodic iff ( Vx E A) @n) x” = x” + ’ I9 then 
theme xists an aperiodic semigroup A such that ~“IA * f” (where * denotes the 
oduct); and S +~YzzAI *(TLAz) where Al,A2 are aperiodic and A 
e reverFrt wreath product (defined for left transformation semigroups). 
Next we shall s;talte and prove further properties of the Rhodes expansion, which 
wilf be used later. 
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Basic properties of the Rhodes expansion, and cut-down to generators 
2.4. Fact. s”’ is generated by sr -chains of length 1 (i.e., elements of the form 
(s) E l?‘; with s E S). 
Proof. For (x, <r .*. CZ~,X~)E$~ we have (G’Ui+,ES)Xi.+1 =u~+]x~ where i= 
1 ,...,n- 1. 
It follows (by induction) that xi+ 1 =Ui+lui --- u2xl for iln- 1; therefore 
(&) l ...*(U2).(_YI)=Red(u..-.U2Xl5:-..5,tl2xI(:,x,) 
= Red(x,, I, *.* I, x25i/ XI) 
= Red(x, < Y *** .C1/ xz<y x). 
This fact leads to the idea of cutting S down to generators A if S=(A), for 
a subset A of S: $i’= ((a) 1 a E A)$ (the subsemigroup of s^ generated by the set 
((a)jaEA} CS’). 
Cutdown qf the Rhodes expansion to generators 
To show that (z),” is an expansion of the category .Yi of semigroups generated by 
set A, it is enough to introduce a natural transformation from the free expansion 
(-)’ to (y)‘; define 0,: S’+$” by 
6 I,...,s,)++Red(sl...s,,~, . ..I. s,_,s,I:, s,). 
By Fact 2.4, 19, is surjective. 
That 0 is a natural transformation follows directly from the fact that 0 is the com- 
position of natural transformations from (s)’ to (I)’ (the left machine expansion) 
and from ( ‘)Y to (T)“. 
We shall now study the J&order of 92, and properties of the canonical mor- 
phism q : 5: + S. 
2.5. Fact (&order of $i). Let s=(s,,<~, -..<I s,), t=(tk<_, ..*c~, tl)~$i:. Then: 
(a) sz;,t in gi $f nrk, sk=?tk in S, sk_l=tk-l,D..9s1=El. 
(b) S=:,f in 9, iff n=k, sk’l/tk in S, sk__]=tk_l,...,s*=f~. 
(c) s*:j t in $i if;fn>k, Sk=:, tk in S, sk_l=t!;- 1, . ..I. 1 c =c1. 
roof cjf (a). (=+) If s<, t in $2, then for some u=(u,,<_, .e.<., u~)E$: 
s=(s&, “‘<r s,)=ut=Red(u,tkI, ““I_, llltks_, tk<_, “‘<_, I,). 
Then, identifying the terms of the <,? -sequences, we obtain: fl =SI, . . . , tk - 1 =Sk -- I v 
n 2 ic, and sk = ui tk z_, tk for some i with m 2 i 2 ‘?; thus we also have sk 3 _, dh. 
(+E) Suppose n>k, sI=tI,...,sk_l=tk_lr and sk=_,ik. so sk=utk for some 
UES’; if UES, then U=n,!,,,ai=a;**al, with t&,...,a,EA. 
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Moreover, for each Sj (FIZ~Z k+ 1) we have ~j - OjSj_ 1 for some Uj E S (since 
,s~<~s~_,); so ~j=~$)***a~‘=fl~;, ajj) with a~~,...,a~j)EA. Also, since s= 
@II <rc “‘<~&<<ysk_~<~ -em <us,) E @’ we can choose the a’s so that for all j 
(nrjzk+ 1): 
(i) Sj=Um, li) l a* a, Sj_ 1 =,a(j)_ 0) 
mi 1 
-*-a, Sj_lET •**~~.t7(li)Sj_I<r Sj_l 
(otherwise the reduction would not have produced “sj <u.Sj_ 1” in 8). 
We shall now prove that ~l,t. 
Case I: u E S. Consider the product 
=z h 
~=n i=m, 
=y Sk =s&_, =S I 
zat’ (by the way s is generated in {(a) 1 a E A 1). 
Ca= 2: tl = 1. ‘Then sk = tk; now consider the product flJ:i nf_, (a!“) - t, which 
Ileads us back to Case 1. This proves (a). 
Part (b) follows from (a), since ~=~.f iff sz~,.P and tlY s. 
Part (c) follows from (a) and (b), since S<~J iff ssyt and s*.(t. 
Remark. The same fact holds also for 9”’ (since then “A” = S), and the proof in 
that case is much simpler. 
2.6. Definitiom. A semigroup S has the h,-property (or Dedekind height pro- 
perty) iff for any 9”-class L, of S, there is a finite bound on the length of ascending 
cv -chains starting with L1 (there exists n E IN, depending on L1, such that 
L1<, Lz<u -.- Cu L, implies mln). 
Remark. The h, -property is stronger than the ascending chain condition for <*, 
but is weaker than the ascending chain condition for left-ideals. 
2.7. Definition. A semigroup S has unambiguous Y-order iff 
(V%y,z~S)[x~~y and x~,z*y~,z or zz~~y] 
(i.e., if y and z are Y-above x, then y and z are Y-comparable). Equivalently, for 
every Lclass LI of S consider an unrefineable ascending <,-chain starting fram 
L, ‘s Iemma); unambiguity means that this unrefirneable chain C is unique, 
an ther c1 -chain ascending from LI is contained in C. 
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2.8. Fact. For any semigroup S, the expansion ??A’ has the h, -property and has 
unambiguous x:order. 
Proof. The h,,-property is obvious from 2.5(c). 
Unambiguity follows from 2.5(a): suppose SI, u, SC? o; [hen s,u, u are of the 
form s=(s, cr,--- CL/ S,), 
U=(U~<yS~_,<y "-CI/ S,) where ksn, uksY So, 
and 
u=(uh<y.s&,<y aa. CY 71) where h In, 0~3~ sh. 
Now, if ksh, then UL~ u (by 2.5(a)); if krh, then DL, u. Cl 
Remark. A semigroup S has h,, and unambiguous Y-order if and only if the Hasse 
diagram of the >u -order on S/=* (the strict L&order defined on the I/-classes of 
S) is a disjoint union of discrete rooted trees (the trees may be infinite but there are 
only finitely many nodes between any two nodes). 
In particular, this implies that for any Yklass L of S there are only finitely I(- 
classes of S that are L, L. 
2.9. Two other fundamental properties were proved by Rhodes in [9, Appendix IV]. 
Theorem. (1) Right stabilizers of elements ofs^’ (r)r 9: ) are aperiodic. (Definition: 
the right stabilizer of s in Si is (gi )sdz’ {x E Si 1 sx = s} ; a semigroup X is aperiodic 
iff (t?xEX) (gn>O) x”+‘=x”). 
(2) Every non-regular X-class of si is a singleton. 
2.10. Properties of the canonical morphism u : $2 -US. 
Definition. A morphism (p : S + T is 5injective iff the restriction of (p to any Y-class 
of S is injective (analogous definitions of 9, Y, ,yT, 9). (p is cyclic injective iff the 
restriction of ip to any cyclic subsemigroup of S is injective. 
Definition. A surmorphism (p : S --w T is &?* iff for every regular .d-class R of T, 
(R)p-’ is a unique regular class of S. (An :d-class R is regular iff R contains a 
regular element, iff every element of R is regul.ar; an element t E T is regular iff 
(Z?xE T) t = txt). 
DefiMion. A surmorphism p. S -3) Tpreserves ide,mpotents iff for every idemp~>tent 
e=e2E T, (e)cp-’ is a set of idempotents. 
(p preserves torsion equations iff (Vt E T): t satisfies t” = t” + k and t = (s)rp (for 
s E S) implies s also satisfies ” = s” + k (i.e.? the iinverse images of a torsior element 
are also torsion elements, satisfying the same torsion equation). 
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Definition. R surmorphism Q : S -+I T weakly preserves groups iff for every group 
Cc- T there exists a group G’c S such that G = (G’)~J. 
lQu% The canonical marphism q : $)4y +b S is Y-injective, cyclic-injective, preserve,9 
totzion equations (hence idernpotents), weakly preserves groups, and is 9? *. 
Proof. Finjective. If s sY t then, by 2.5, s and t are of the form 
s=($“<~ s,_t<v. .~~crsl) and t=(t,,<,,s,_l<, ~~.c~s,). 
If s # t we must therefore have s,, + I,, , hence (s)q # (t)q. 
ldempotent preservation. Let s = (s, cr .h- <:,.s,) E gi be such that (s)q = s,, is an 
idempotent; so s,, =si; therefore 
=(sn<,sn_~<, l <ys~)=s, 
since s,s, = sn. Hence s2 = s. 
<if*. Let x= r)‘ y in S, and suppose x, y are regular. Hence x = yu for some u E S ‘. 
By regularity Qnere exists an idempotent eE S such that ye =y and e=Y y. Hence 
eu=, yu (-& since sY is a right-congruence; so eusy.x, hence 
eu= fi aisx for some a,,...,aIEA. 
i=m 
Now suppose x = (x)q where x = (x<~x,,_ , cy --- -cy x1), and y=(y)q where y= 
(Y<,Y&-I<, a.- cu yI‘t. We want to show that XW,~ y in ??i’. Consider 
=Red 
So, since yeu =x, y - fl L (q) - x =x, hence y 2, x. Similarly we prove that x>:# y. 
To show that x is regular if {x)q=x is regular, consider an element 
U-Q --- aI ES such tbat xux=x. Then 
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since x. nk Lli. x = x. Eience x is regular in Q . 
So, we proved that the inverse image of a regular .7-class of S is contained in a 
regular &class of si. 
Conversely, it is always true that the homomorphic image of a regular .$-class is 
contained in a regular .$-class of the image-semigroup. This proves that q is .d*. 
Group preservation. Let GIS be a group with identity 1. For every g E G there 
exists (ay)EA Ii= l,...,ng} such that g=alR’...a$). Consider 
It is easy to check that G is a group, isomorphic to G under the canonical morphism 
rl* 
Cyclic injective. We show that (s)#+~= (s)#*&+~ = rk. Let 
s=(s,<, s,_,<, “‘<r s,); 
so s,=(s)q. Then 
s’=Red(s,s,<, s,~_~s,~, ...(Y s,s,,<, s,,<. s,_~<_, ...<_, s,) 
and more generally 
~~‘~=,~~~‘~-‘=Red(s,k”~~ s,,_r~~~~-‘(, ...5_, $I_, es.). 
Then, if we have ~,k+~= s,kthis implies (by reduction) sk+r = Red& I, ...) =sh. 
Preservation of torsion equalities is proved in a similar way. 0 
2.11. Remark (Rhodes expansion with respect o > a$). In this section we only dealt 
with 9’. In a dual way one can define 
F={(s,>$” >#s,,)(nrl, and sI ,..., s,ES), 
with multiplicaltion 
where here 
61 > n’ -** >,$: s,,)(t, >j . ..>3fX.)=Red(s.>~...>~s,,1;s,t,...L,,Snfk); 
the reduction Red is defined inductively by: 
Red(..*xj>$xx,+r . ..)=(.Red(...x,)>,Red(x~+, mm.)), 
Red(x,E,...~~,x,~~,...)=Red(x,~,...’). 
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The properties of 5?’ and Z?f are dual to those for -y. In particular $1 has the h,,,- 
property, and unambiguous .+&order. The canonical morphism q.’ : i$@++ S is #- 
injective, preserves idempotents and groups, and is Y*. 
CoMlary. If S b regular, then sY, Z$$, 8’, 8$ are regular. (This holds since the 
canonicaI morphisms are 9’*, resp. P*.) 
The properties of the Rhodes expansion s’ listed so far were discovered by J. 
Rhodes and B. T&on; the corresponding proofs for $$ (cut down to generators) 
are new. Cutdowns of expansions were first introduced (in [9]) by J. Rhodes, for 
&, when A 5; S; it is a simple but very importantt idea, as will appear later. 
Further properties of the Rhodes expansion 
2.12. Fad (5Mrder in !?z). Let s, te gi be such that scY t in Z$i’. Then: 
s<,J# t in ?Zi iff (s)~<~(t)q in S. 
(The dual result holds for <# in ,$$@ ). 
Proof, (=) holds because q is a surmorphism. 
(a) follows from 2.5(c). 
2.13. Fact. (g-order of regular elements in $i’). Let s, t E $2 be regular elements 
such that scat in $‘. Then 
sc,)t in Si iff (s)9 c.9 (t)ri, in s. 
(The dual rest& holds for cr in ??I.) 
Proof. (=) holds since q is a surmorphism. 
(a9 follows from the fact that q is an g**-morphism (see 2.10). 
This fact wiil be useful in the study of alternating applications of +, -9, since it 
deals with the &‘-order of gz, and the Sorder of &‘I; unfortunately it only holds 
for regular elements (which will complicate the proofs). 
Further propertfies of the canonical morphisms 
Recall the results of 2.10 where we proved that the canonical morphism 
q’ : 3; + S is Sinjective, S! *, and preserves idempotents; and q;l’ : ,!$f *S is g- 
injective, Y*, and preserves idempotents and groups. 
crt. ae canonical morphism q : 9’ + S is 9 * and strongly j* (where 9 *, 
.Wsp. _F*, means that the inverse image of a regular P-class, resp. f-cl.ass, is a regular 
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P-class, resp. Cy-class; ‘strongly JY*’ means that the inverse image of the regular 
elements of a I$-class is all contained in one Jklass). 
Remark. Recall that a %class will be all regular as soon as it contains one regular 
element; but a jQlass can contain regular and non-regular P-classes. 
Proof that 4 is strongly f*. In general we have: if (p : S + T is 9 *, then (o is strongly 
f*. Indeed, let (x)~ E,~ (y)~ be regular elements of T. So (%r, j?, y, 6 E S1) (x)(p = 
(ayjI)q, (y)cp=(yxS)(p; hence (since v, is g*) x=~c~y~(~~y) and ~I,~YXC~(ZG~X), 
so x=,ry (regular). 
Proof that 9 is 9*. Supposes=,t (regular), i.e., (Zik~S)sr,,~=~ t. Let s,t,u~s” 
be such that (s)q =s, (t)q = 1, (u)q = u. Since q is .W q *, we obtain s= #u. We still need 
to show that uzY t. Let ll=(u<,uk_,<,.-.), t=(l<,t,_l<:,---). Since t is 
regular, there exists an idempotent eE S such that te= t, e=:, t (=2 u). Now 
=(t<, &__I <y “-), since te = 1 =,.e 
and 
(t<, Uk-lcr .*.,(E, tm_, cy ***) 
=J t 
= Red(te5, uk__ re?zY”“<Y e< t,_, <,, es-) = t, since te=, e. 
Hence f=,# (t<y uk_, <y s-m). 
Moreover: Let xt = u, yu = t (since t =;, u); then 
and 
(-+(t<,Uk-1% -..)=Red(xtI, t<r uk_l<r s-s) 
=u, since xt = u =2 t 
(y)+=Red(yUI, U<, Uk_,<y *s*)=(t<r Uk-I<;, .**)= 
Hence 
(t <y’&_, <y --)=y u. 
This proves tzYu. (In detail s=,$u=~ (t<, uk-t<, ***)=,,;t.) 
Remark. The proof can be adapted (cf. 2.10) to show that q : &’ -S is Y*. 
2.15. The cover-expansion 
The following expansion has properties imilar to those of ( y)’ but is ‘smaller’. 
We define ~Y’={(~,J<Y~L,_r<y ..e<2 L,)lnzl, s,,E§ and L,m.r,...,Ll are l- 
classes of S ), and we consider the ~~~tiplicati~n 
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=Red(~,,l~~~ 2’(LS,_Itk)~y~~~~y Y(Lft,t)=y ~(tk)<rL:_I.‘.<y.L:), 
where F(L&) denotes the Y-cbass of S conlaining L&. (Notice that if L is an Y- 
class, then Lt is contained in one Sclassp since sY is a right-congruence.) 
The reduction Red is defined inductively by 
and 
Red&BY L,) =(x2+ L,), 
Red&,, q L, _ I sy, . ..~.LZ=L1)=Red(,r,r~L,_1r,-...r,.L2). 
Remark. Lz=, I L iff L,= L1 (where L2, L, denote Y-classes). 
It can be chi.esked asily that ir is a semigroup with that multiplication. We de- 
fine a canonical morphism q : gr --)) S by (s, cY L, _ , <u a--) y s, . Also & : gy’+ 3’ 
defined b:r (s, cu s, _ I <y a.. cusl)~ (sn Cus L!(s, _ ,) cu s.. cy .P&)) is a surmor- 
phism, and < is a natural transformation. 
If q.~ : S+ T is a morphism, define 
#:(x,<, L,_~<y4yL,)EP 
w Red((x,++ Y((L,,_ ,)p) Z+ *.n + Y((L,)p)). 
This is a well-defined morphism (which is surjective if ~0 is), and the diagram 
qs I I qT 
.S --Q T 
commutes; (T)’ is a functor. 
We can again define cut-downs to generators: 
!?$‘=((Q)E!?‘IIIEA)~Y where S=(A). 
The Y-order of ii is given by 
Fact. Lei Y = (So cc9 Lf, _ , <y”<yL;), t=(tpzY.L;_~<y . ..<yL’1)E$$. 
(a) sc,.t in ,?i’ iff nrk, Lk3tk or sk=rtlc, Li-, =Li_,,..., Li=L{. 
(b) s=*t in $ iff n==k, skzyfk in S, L~__I=L~_I,b..,L~=L{. 
(e) s<,t En Si iff n>k, L,3ttk, Li_I=ifc_Ir...,Lf=L{. 
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Fad. For any semigroup S, the expansion &’ has the h,,-property, and has un- 
ambiguous Y-order. 
Fact. The canonical morphism q : $i * S is 3injective, cyclic-injective, preserves 
torsion equations, is L?? *, 9 *, strongly f*, and weakly preserves groups. 
A significant difference between ,?i and gj is that s;A’ has aperiodic stabilizers, 
and non-regular &classes are singletons, while this need not be the case for gi. 
(Definition: the st,albilizer of an element t of a semigroup T is the semigroup 
T,= {XC 1’1 tx== t).) Example: if S= Go, then $6, is not aperiodic. However gi has 
the advantage of being ‘smaller’ than $z and ‘closer’ to S. 
Remark. The expansion (T)’ as described above is new; however 2’ appears im- 
plicitly in a proof of the Krohn-Rhodes theorem, due to S. Margolis and J. Rhodes 
(unpublished), where the transformation semigroup (Q, g) is considered with: 
Q=[[sIy] ;s,,+...,s&,n~{ 
(i.e., Q consists of strict finite chains of principal left ideais, with an element of S 
singled out). 
The transformations in s are generated by the set {(s) 1s~ S} under the action: 
s’s - 
s”,,s 
2 . . . 
slsf- ,s 
3 
w _ 
, 
where the reduction consists in removal of duplications (i.e., if S’s;s = S*s;+ 1s 
write this set only once). 
It is not difficult to prove that s=!?‘. 
Margolis and Rhodes (independently) proved for a finite semigroup S that s (i.e., 
3”‘) is embedded in a Krohn-Rho&% decomposition. 
Remark. In the same way as 3“ we can define if, with analogous (dual) 
properties. 
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2.16. Semigrcmps that are finite-f-above 
‘LMinition. A semigroup S is finite-f-above iff for each s E S the set {XE S 1 xr, s} 
is finite. 
Equivalently, every j%lass of S is finite, and each YGAass fof S has only Rnitely 
many j%lssses f-above it. 
The importance of semigroups that are finite-y-above comes from the fact that 
they are not only much easier to study directly than arbitrary semigroups but above 
ail that there exist good expansions (y) that are finite-f-above: given S, 3 is finite- 
Fabove, and the morphism ?,I : s+ S has special properties (it can be coordinatized 
simply, etc.). Such expansions are introduced in [3]; structure theorems for 
semigroups that are finite-pabove are given in [4) and [5]. 
If S is finite-Ca-above, then the Dedekind height function hCY for the f-order is 
w&defined: For SES, hj(s) is the length of the longest :<trict f-chain ascending 
from (i.e., h,g(~)=max{nI3sl,...,s,_,~S:s<gs,_,<g:.~.c,ys,)); the number 
h,(s) is called the Fheight of s, or the ‘$depth’ of s. 
If X is any subset of S, we call the pdepth of X the (possibly infinite) number 
max(hj(s) /SE,%‘) (which is equal to the length of the longest strict ychain in S 
ascending fro!m any element in X). 
2.17. NLN and rqu!ar layers of a semigroup 
For the rest of this section we shall only deal with finite or finire-f-above 
semigroups. 
Ts every regular, resp. null, element we assign a unique regular, respectively null, 
layer to which it belongs (if S is finite-f-above, ‘null’ = ‘non-regular’). 
We shall define the layers inductively, going down the f-order. The first regular 
Iay,er, denoted Reg i, consists of those elements of S that are regular, and that do 
not have any null element f-above: 
Reg 1 =(~ESI(VXES) [x~~_~s=$x is regular]}. 
Of course Re:g 1 could be the empty set. 
The first nulC1 layer, denoted Null 1, consists of those elements of S that are null, 
and that do not have any reguhu element j-above, except for elements from Reg 1: 
Null1=(s~S-Regl~(Vx~S-Regl)~x~,~s~xis null]}. 
Inducti*defy, assume Reg 1, . . . , Reg k, an3 Null 1, . . . , Null k are defined. Define: 
Rqik+1)=(s~S-(Reg1UNull1U~~URegkUNullk)~ 
P’xeS-(Reg 1 UNull 1 U*..UReg kUNul1 k)) [XZ,~S*X is regular]), 
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Null(k+ 1) ={.sES-(Reg llJ~~~UNullkUReg(k+ I)1 
(V’xES-(Reg 1 U . ..UNullkCJReg(k+ 1)) [xz,~ S-X is null]j. 
A maybe clearer way to visualize (see Fig. 1) the layers is by the following equivalent 
definition: SE Null k ii’f s is null and there exists a dense <,v -chain ascending from 
s that “goes exactly k times from null into regular” - and no such chain goes from 
null into regular more than k times, for k> 1 (analogously define SE Reg k). 
Fig. 1. 
2.18. Proposition (Preservation of the null-regular-layer structure under ~ j-*-mor- 
phisms). i’f cp : X-S is a f*-morphism, then X and S have the same number of 
regular, resp. nM, layers (they will be denoted Reg, k, Nullx k, resp. Regs k, 
Nulls k, for k = 1,2, . . .). Moreover: 
(1) (;tegx k)p = Reg, k and (Regs k)(p-’ = Rcgx k, 
(2) (?4u11x k)q = Nulls k and (Nulls k)pp-’ = Nullx k. 
Proof. That (Reg, k)q c Regs k and (Nullx k)y, r Nulls k follows from the follow- 
ing prc.perty of f*-morphisms: The image of a <<$-chain of X in which null and 
regular elements alternate a certain number of times, is a If--chain of S in which 
null and regular elements alternate the same number of times. (This holds because 
if x is regular, resp. null, then (x)cp is also regular, resp. null, ~0 being j*.) 
(Regs k)q-’ c Regx k holds because the inverse image of a regular j-class of 
Regs k is a unique regular @lass of X; if this <pclass is in Regx i, then its image 
is in Regs i (by the above), and also in Regs k (by assumption), hence i = k. 
Now one easily proves the equalities (1). 
We show next that (I%& k)q?-’ G u,,, Nullx i using the following property of 
j’*-morphisms: If (p : X *S is La*, if x1, .u, E X, and jj x2 is regular, then: x1 1 j x2 
ij’f (x,)y, zzY (x2)v). (The implication ‘ = ’ is obvious. Regarding ‘ c ‘: if (xr)qo L ;i (X&T 
there exist a, b E S’ such that a - (x,)u, - b = (x2)rp. Let CI, I;r E X be such that B&p = a, 
(j&p = b. ‘Then (axrp)~ =- (x2)cp, hence a~rj?=_~x~, since q is .j’*. But also 
XI “f aQ.) 
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Now let XE X be such that (x)cp ENulls k; then XE Nullx i for some i. If we had 
i > k, then there would exist Q E Reg,(k + 1) with e>,P x. Hence (Q)(P >sp (x)qr and 
(&GE Regs(k-t- 1) (by (1)); so we would have (x)q E Nulls i with irk, which con- 
ttadicts (~$9 ENulls k. 
Next we show that Nulls k E (Null, k)p. Let s E Nulls k. So there exists r E Regs k 
with r>f s (unhss, possibly, if SE Nulls I; in that case 0% (p-‘(s) E Nullx 1, by what 
we just proved). So for some a, b E 23’: s = arb. Let a, p, Q E X be such that (a)rp = 4, 
(/3)cp = b, @)yp = r; then Q E Regs k (by (1)). So s = (a&p, where a& is null (since 
(p is j*) and e>Ya&l; thus a&ENullx i for some i with iz k. That also irk 
follows from (Nulls k)cp -’ c Uisk Nullx i. Thus s = (a&?)cp for a& E Nullx k. 
Finally we show that (Nulls k)pp-’ G Nullx k. Indeed (Nulls k)p-’ c Uirk Null, i; 
but also (Nullx i)(p t= Nulls i for i = 1, . . . , k - I, hence (Nulls k)p- ’ fl Nullx i = 0 for 
is k - 1. So (Nulls k)yp-’ c Nullx k. It now follows that (Nulls k)pp-’ = Nullx k 
(since we also have proved (Nullx k)(p G Nulls k). q 
3. Iteration 06 the Rhodes expansions and of the cover expansions - basic facts 
In this sectilc4n we investigate the effect of repeated applications of the expansions 
e/ and -* to a semigroup S - while keeping the same set of generators A (cut down 
to generators - see 1.9, and 2.4). 
We first show that iterating the same expansion does not produce any effect: 
;; =s;_ and its dual for 9; the same fact holds for the cover expansion n. 
Our goal is to construct an expansion (T) such that S has unambiguous Y- and 
#-orders; such semigroups are called unambiguous (see 2.7 for the definition of 
unambiguous ordering). Such expansions are obtained by alternately applying (:)i 
and (1): (if S=(A)). 
It turns out that if S is regular, then ij and ij are unambiguous; and if S is 
idempotent free, then sf^‘^F= dew-‘- -A+ (the free semigroup, which is un- 
ambiguous). 
In the general case (:)i and (:)z have to be applied infinitely often: define a new 
expansion (:)A by taking the projective limit, cut down to generators, of the semi- 
( :2 ) 
groups Si , n EO (together with the canonical morphisms). It is then proved 
that $2 is invariant under (^)z and (y):, and therefiore g; is unambiguous (and has 
the h, and h I functions). (: ji is an expansion, and the morphism $i +S has nice 
properties (idempotents lift to idempotents, etc.). Similar results hold for the cover 
expansion. 
The existence of such unambiguous expansions will be used in a later paper, [2]. 
fn Section 4 we shall prove (and this is the hardest part of the paper) that $2 is 
ite-<y-above) if S is finite {resp. finite-f-above) - and similarly for 
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3.1. Iterations of the same expansion 
The Rhodes expansion 9’ and its cut-down to generators 3; were defined in 2.1 
-Y 
and 2.4. In a similar way, if S =(A> define sy’ by 
-Y -ir 
i.e. the subsemigroup of s” generated by elements ((a)) E s^’ , where a E A. Here we 
assume A c S. 
Proposition (B. Tilson). 
;;_gi 
” fl 
(and dually si’ = $” ). 
Proof. Consider the canonical morphism ~7 : $ ++??i, defined by 
ii=Red~(Red,(a,a,_,..-alIa,_,...a,r...(a,) 
IRed,(a,_,.,.a,I,..(al)~..,rRed,(azallal)l(a,)) 
6 Red,(a, a, _ , . ..a.la,_,...all...Iazalralj=a 
(where 5 stands for I,, the 4-order of S or of sj, depending on the context; 
each ah E A). 
To prove the proposition it is enough to show that q is 1 : 1; this will follow from 
the following 
Claim. ak+,ak”‘al<,,ak-“a, in s iff 
Red,(ak+,ak-..alluk...atr...Ia,)<, Red,,(aA..-.al~...~a,) in $‘. 
(This follows from 2.5(c).) 
The claim now establishes that the above two chains a and a have strict <, in 
the same positions; so RedA a is determined by Red,, II. El 
- I 
The same result (and proof) applies to I-I : $A = $ and i! = $i’. 
3.2. Alternated application of the left and right machine expansions 
Since we intend to studly the alternated application of -.Y and -:a) (or 4 and -.+) 
it is useful to look at the equivalent problem for tht,machine expansions, which are 
unreduced version of - and ~3. 
Given a semigroup S, we defined s’ (resp. s “) to be the semigroup of finite 
sequences of the form (.st ss ... s,, s2 ... s,, . . . , s,) (resp. (sr , s1 s2, . . . 9 sIs2 --- s,)), where 
nzJ and st,... , s,ES; s’ and 3” are generated by strings of length one (of the 
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form (s) for SE S) under their respective multiplications (see 1.4). If S is generated 
by the set A E; S we define Sf (resp. S:) to be the subsemigroup of SY (resp. 3’“) 
generated by the strings of length one of the form (a), with er~A; this semigroup 
is called the ‘cutdown of 3”’ (resp. S”) to the generators A’; S i.s a homomorphic 
image of 3; (and Sf) under the standard morphism sy’+S (resp. 3’ -*S). 
In a simiIar way we can consider (sl)i ’ and (S,)i” (since the set {(a) 1 a E A}, 
-:# 
which we shall denote by A, generates 3: and s’); we shall denote these by SAY’, 
-i/ 
resp. !$_I. 
We have the following isomorphisms: 
-9 _-y’ 
Wet. Si = S, =A+ (free semigroup over the set A). 
Proof. If we write elements of Tz horizontally (for a semigroup T) (e.g. 
(G f2 *-. r,, t, -** fm, . . . , t,,)) and elements of T,,’ vertically 
t+- t1 
I 
I le.g., c 
i I 
Ill2 
. II , . . f,f2”’ t, 
-Y 
then an element of $j? of ‘length’ n will take the form 
In other words, this element is a horizontal sequence of columns of the form 
i 
si 
sisi + 1 
: I . SiSi+ f sm. Sn 
with i going from 1 to n (moving left to right). -.Y’ 
This element is equal to the product ((.s,))((.@) ..a ((s,- l))((~,&)~ST; this is easy 
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hl (s,) (@I Msz )W3 1) = - ’ 03 )) 
z h Sl SIS2 s2 a W) = 
where 
61) 
. and 
(St> 
denote products in Si (with sequences written vertically). 
-Y 
Hence, si maps homomorphically onto A +, by sending fly,, ((Si)) to (s,, . . . , s,) E 
A+; this map is well-defined since (s,, . . . , s,) appears explicitly in n:_ I ((si)), as the 
diagonal elements of the ‘triangle’. 
Moreover, the map is injective: gic,en (sl, . . . , s,) we obtain DY ((Si)) by multiply- 
- y 
ing in Si. This can also be seen directly given the sequence (sl, . . . , s,) we can coil- 
struct the above n x n triangle by first putting (sl, .,. , s,) on the diagonal (Si in the 
coordinate place (i,i)), and then filling the product Si ..a sj in at place (i, j)> for i< j: 
1 
j c----si I I p.!s. L+ j _  -,----_sj I 
The dual reasoning shows th:at Si -A+. 
3.3. 
It 
Gener*ffl . 0rm of an element of S, 
is a strict Y-chain of strict :$-chains of S: 
I I cl’ = I IL 
1 i j n 
-.iR 
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Red,, 
We represent such elements by triangles subdivided into columns: 
Red Ip Red, ... Red, 
The ‘corner’ element ala2 s.* a, ES is. the image of this triangle under the canonical 
-Y 
Similarly, elements of $2 are represented by triangles of the form 
. 
3.4. Falling of non-regular elements 
The foilowing lemma about the product of non-regular elements will be very 
useful later. 
Gemma. Let S be a semigroup which is finite-f-above, let x, y be non-regular 
elements of S ihat have no regular element ST-in between (i.e. ‘z regular and 
x5Yz5ay or y5Yz-a ( x” never occurs for z E S). Then xy <s x and xy cu. y (the 
prod;rct “yak in the Y- and the g-order”). 
Proof. Assume, by contradiction, that xy= -go; so there exists u E Sr such that 
~yu I- X; hence (Vn s 1) x( yu)” =x; hence (VU)” zu X. Moreover, (yu)” I~ y. So, 
(W721) x~~~...~~(yu)“~~...=~yu~~y. 
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Since S is finite-<y-above, there are only finitely many 2-classes between x and y 
(if any). I-knee, eventually (i.e., for all n 1 some no): (yu)” is in one ,&class; 
more.3ver, since @lasses of S are finite, the powers {(yu)” 1 n 2 no) must form a 
finite set, i.e., yu is torsion. Hence, for some ml 1: (yu)“=e is an idempotent 
(which is a regular element). Now x~~~c~,~y; this contradicts the assumption that 
no regular element is between x and y in the ylorder. 
A similar proof yields X-Y<, y. Cl 
3.5. This Lemma can be generalized as follows: 
Lemma. Let S be an arb,*trary semigroup, and lei x, y E s.” be non-regular elements 
that have no regular element <f--in between. Then xy<,* x and xy<, y. 
“.J4 ’ -3 1; 
The same result holds for s’, and for SA , 9; (where S= (A)). 
i 
Proof. Again, assume (5% E &’ U ( 1)) xyu =x; hence yu E (s” )I (the right stabilizer 
of x). Also (Vn 11) xl, !_vu)“s~ y. Since by Rhodes’ theorem (see 2.9) the right 
stabilizers of s^’ (for any S) are aperiodic, there exist m I 1 such that @u)” = e is 
an idempotent (which is regular). So, we have xlveryy, which contradicts the 
assumptions of the Lemma. This proves xy< #x. 
If, by contradiction, xysY y, 
:; 
then (% E 5, U ( 1)) uxy =y; hence OXE_~(~‘~ ) (left 
1; 
stabilizer of y). Also (Vn 1 l)y<,ti(~~)“~:, x. Let q : S- -3,” be the canonical 
morphism. Then (u.K)~ E (,,#_?‘) (the left stabilizer of (y)q in s^,“‘). By Rklodes’ 
theorem then, (&zr 1): ((ox)~)” (= ((vx)“)~) is an idempotent (left stabilizers in 
$~’ are aperiodic). 
Moreover, since q preserves idempotents (see 2.10 and 2.1 I), (DX)~ is an idempo- 
tent e. Now y~~e~~x, which contradicts the assumptions of the Lemma. El 
3.6, Idempotent-free semigroups 
Another result using alternating -9, -.I( is the following characterization of 
idempotent-free semigroups (due to J. Rhodes and J.C. Birget): 
Proposition. Jf the semigroup S is idempotent-free then for any set of generators 
A in S: 5?ic” ^  ’ = 2?; -,‘^lc is the free semigroup A’. Conversely, if for some set of 
generators A of S, we have 3: “’ -.‘I = A ’ or $i -‘-I = A ‘, then S is idemporent- 
free. 
Proof. (See [9, Section 21 for the original proof.) 
(a) The proposition is a consequence of the previous lemma. If S is idempotent- 
-.# 
free, it has no regular elements. Hence $;’ satisfies xy<: 1 X, xy<_, y, for all x, y E ii. 
1.19 
Now, an element of (32 );;“‘^” has the form 
where all the <u and ca a &ict (ai stands for ((Qi))). Therefore this element 
uniqaely determines (a,, . . . , on)_ So $$y’A’*y = A ‘. IVlxeover, by 3.1, $2 ““^’ = 
W- 
(a) if &q -jemy=A ’ then S must 5e idempotent-free, since the canonical mor- , 
phism $1”’ ^ ’ --y S is ideLnpotent-preserving. q
3.7. Regular semigrot 9s 
F’rct (Rhodes’,. If S is a regular semigroup, then the following semigroups are 
regular and uruamb&uous: 
Proof, We prove tile fact for S’, the other cases being very similar. First S’ has 
- v 
unambiguous j9-crder (by 2.109 and is regular (by 2.. 11 Corollary); also, S” is 
regular (by 2.11 Corollzzry). 
Next, since the canonical morphism I$’ : 
1; 
S is an L%’ *-morphism (by 2.109, and 
^Y 
since S,” is regular, it follows that $ is an ?&morphism (Le., the inverse image 
-Y 
of any &class is a unique &class). Therefore S’ has the same W-order as S” (in- 
-Y 
deed if &YE&@ and x<,y in S’, then (2~ E s^’ ) x = yu; let y, u E 5,” be inverse 
images of y, resp. U; then x=yu is an inverse image of x; clearly ~5:~ y; since qz 
is an %morphism any inverse image of y is =,)? to y and any inverse image of x 
is =+ to x=yu; therefore the inverse images of x, resp. y are s,,~ -ordered like x 
:; 
and y9. Therefore S has an unambiguous &‘-order, since S’ 1 .‘s that property (by 
ihe dual of 2.8). 
Also S’ has an unambiguous %order (by 2.8). 
Nilpotent semigroups 
Let S be a nilpotent semigroup of index n (i.e. S is a semigro ‘; ,with zero 0 such 
E 5’9 X” =O), and suppose S is generated by the set A ES, 
is a nilpotent extension of a rectangular band B (i.e. the unique mini- 
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-Y 
ma1 y-class of $A’ is a rectangular band, and the Rees quotient 
moreover ii/B is the free nilpotent semigroup generated by A 
-Y 
31 
ii/B is nilpotent); 
and of index n (i.e. 
$:/II is A+ U (0)/(x” =0), the free semigroup with a zero added, and with the set 
of relations (x” = 0 1 x E A+}). 
1: 
Moreover S is a homomorphic image of S;, /B, and the following diagram 
commutes. 
The same result holds 
Proof. Apply Lemma 
3.8. InjXte application of -Y and -I to an arbitrary semigroup 
-2 
for Si. 
3.4 as in the proof of 3.6. 
Let S be a ser group generated by a set of generators A C_ S: S = $:A). We already 
defjinecl 
Sj’=((a)ES’/afA)SS^‘I, and $’ =(a)ES^.9/aEA):!SS^“. 
If we apply -F, -3 alternately 2n or 2n + 1 times we obtain the semigroups 
cut-downs to the generators A are defined by 
( -,“)” gy =((...(a)...)E’S~)“laeA) 
A , 
etc . 
Recall the commutative diagram in 2.9: 
If we start out with the morphism s,$ 
rlff 
-S, then we obtain: 
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Continuing in this way with (q’))lY we have: 
and inductively: 
and 
tt’ 
also start with $z- S anid proceed similarly. 
ain thea the following infinite chains of morphisms, built from the 
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canonical morphisms (horizontal rows): 
3.9 
where the morphism SA --)) . 
(tl’)(^:) , etc. This infinite diagram commutes. 
We consider now the projective limits, within the category .yi of the upper, resp. 
lower, horizontal sequence of morphisms. 
Remark. These two projective limits are respectively isomorphic to (skipping every 
second term): 
for the lower sequence, and 
projlim ($Y+‘J&Y 
*-CO > A 
for the upper sequence; by 1.8 these are respectively isomorphic to the products 
( JI, ($ Y)A, and ( lU (2$Y)A. 
Proposition. The two above projective limits are isomorphic. 
This semigroup (which is also generated by A) is denoted by gi. 
Proof. This follow; from the commutativity of the infinite diagram 3.9). 
Remark. -+ is an expansion, and (I),’ is an expansion of the category Y,., . In 
general, the composition of expansions (even of infinitely many, by projective limit) 
is an expansion. 
The most important property of (:)i is: 
3.10. Proposition. The projective limits (of the sequences 3.9) defining 4: are 
finitary. 
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This is defined as follows: 
Definilion. The projective limit projlim S, (or (projlim S,),) of a sequence of sur- 
morphisns ..* .-), S,, + , -f-G & + 0-s (p1_ S, in the category Y (resp. the category :<,J 
is firdory iff 
(VW,,, E projlim S,? (gN> 0) ( V(t,), E w E projlim S,) 
~(s”)nEw=(frAEW ‘3 ~lv=hl 
In words: In order to find out whether the sequence (QnEw E projlim S, is dif- 
ferent From urr;v other given sequence it is enough to check the first N terms of the 
sequences (which is equivalent o checking sN and tN, since the earlier terms are 
determined by these) - where N depends only on the sequence (s,),,,, (and not on 
the other sequences that (s,),,, is compared to). 
This means also that every element of projfim S, can be considered a finite 
sequence (since for (.s& E w there exists N such that s,, is determined by s,, for any 
KEN). 
Many important properties of the expansion (:)j follow from this property 
(see 3.11). 
Proof that (projlim,,, 
(I’) 
Si )A (= 9,) is a finitary projective limit 
Since the semigroup 9; is ‘generated by the set A’ (in the sense of 1.5), every ele- 
ment is the product of a finite sequence of generators (aI, . . . , q) E A+; in order to 
obtain an element of $1 we must evaluate this product of generators in Si* ( ,^Y )” for 
each n E w. The projective limit being finitary, means that for some NE cc), the value 
of at . ..ak in (ij)H 
( X) 
determines the value of aI I -- ffk in Si for all n 1 N. 
The proof of Proposition 3.10 is very similar to the regular cast of the proof that 
for a finite semigroup S there exists n such that ~ S;l” ( ^ ^Y)“+‘I($y etc (see 4 1-4 5). ‘4 .W.., 
we shall show how 4.2-4.5 can be adapted to this proposition. (The reader might 
first read 4.1-4.5, or go directly to 3.11.) 
In 4.2-4.5 we use the fact that S is finite; here this role is played by the fact that 
each elemenr of 3: is generated by a fixed finite sequence of generators in A (see 
also the claims (a) and (b) below). 
In 4.2-4.5 the following fact is crucial (it is derived from 2.13 and from the fact 
that (;ir 
A is reo,ular if S is regular): 
(11:) 
Let T denote Si , and’ suppose s I, t in TA’. TheE scyt in Fi’us<y,t in T 
( wha-e s == (s)q, t = (t)f;j. 
ir ems that when an. L-chain .-. I, s~_~, 5, SiSy --- (of elements of rAff) is 
- .Y 
being reduced (to obt.ain an element of Ti’) we only have to check the bottom 
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elrtments~ - B - I y b!ij + 1 5 :, Si I, --- (whir5 belong to r)]. The dual holds for < i in ri 
t ‘9 
when T q : ‘$ . 
Here we have an analogous situation. (Recall our representation of elements of 
- ‘I ( ,^Y )” 
g,$ by triangles 3.3, elements of Si by triangles of triangles of . . . triangles - see 
e.g, Fig. 2 in 4.3). 
(Z’)” 
The value of a, --. ak in Si 
( ,^ .;> )” ’ 
is a triangle whose entries are triangles E S,, . 
( ,_‘.)” 
Claim ia). The triangle (representing the value of aI ... uA in S// ) has at most k 
( ZJ )” 
columns ( E SA”’ 
I_,# (I.‘)” ’ 
) and each column has at most k entries ( E S,: j. 
(This follows from the fact that this is a product of k generators; at most, the k x k 
triangle can be ‘full’, as in the free case - see 3.2). 
( I,.) 
Claim (a) says that the size of the triangles E S,; (in terms of subtriangles) is 
bounded by k (as n+ 00). 
But much more is true (cf. 2.13): 
( Z’.)” 
Claim (b). The entry pattern of the triangles (E S,,/ ) is eventually constant (as 
n-+m), i.e., (V(a, ,..., 
( 1’ 1” 
ak) E/l+) (ZVO)( VnrfV,) [aI ... ak in S,^ has the same 
( -^; j”” entry pattern as aI “. ak in SA ]. 
(I’,)” 
By ‘entry pattern’ of a triangles S, we mean the set of subtriangles (‘entries’ 
E (S,$ )” ’ 
A ), together with their positions within the triangle (which column, and 
which order within the column). 
Proof of Claim (b). First, the entry pattern is bounded in ‘size’ (no triangle is bigger 
than ‘k x k’). 
Second, each pattern maps onto the ‘previous’ one under the canonical morphism 
($Y+(S_:.Y ’ 
A A - Hence as n increases the pattern becomes larger (or stays in- 
variant). 
Together these two remarks (growth and boundedness) imply that the pattern is 
eventually constant. 
Another notion that appears in the proof 4.2-4.5 is that of ‘J-depth’ of an 
( 1) )” 
element (of S or Si ). Here we replace that notion by the following: Suppose 
(a , , . . . ) ak) is given; assume n > No, and assume (a;, . . . , aij (evaluated in 
(;^-: )” ‘) 
5,,r 
( ,^ -‘. )” 
appears as an entry of the triangle (a,, . . . , ak j (evaluated in S.$ ). The depth of 
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(@iv *** 9 Qj) in (a~,..., ok) is the length of the longest ascending J-chain (for the J- 
csrder of A ‘) starting from (ai, . . . , aj) and consisting of entries of (u,, . . . , ak). 
&-ample. In the following triangle, the entry aJa,$&q has depth 4 
Remark. By claim (a) every entry has depth I k. 
Let us now briefly reformulate the main claims of 4.2-4.5 in terms of these 
notions, appli:ed CO an entry (ai, . . . , aj) of the triangle (al, . . . , ak) evaluated in 
($ )” 
A 9 for m>& (where NO is defined in Claim (b)): 
We start our with (S$ )“’ “ 
A (instead of S, as it was in 4.2); so all triangles (i.e, 
(a 
( ,_Z)” 
rr .._ ,ak) evaluated in Si , m > NO) have invariant patterns as more ^ ‘s are ap- 
plied - and hence we can use the notion of depth, and apply the statement of 2.13. 
( 1’ )” 
Claim 1 (4.2) becomes: Let the depth of (al, . . . , ak) (evaluated in any Si , 
( 3No+“+’ rnzA++ 1) be r2n. Then the value of (al,...,ak) in S_ 
values in ‘l!$ lrn fov any r’tzNO+n+ 1. 
The defirkk of k-sections remains unchanged (4.3). 
( -9)” 
determines the 
4.4 becomes: the value of (ai, . . . , aj) in Si (for m > NO + n) is dekrmined by 
the vahtes of (ai, . . . , aj) in 
( :y )” I_,# 
Si 
and ($y - I-:, 
A * 
Claim la becomes: Assume (ai, . . . , aj) has depth d. Then an upper column seg- 
ment (of (a,, -. . , ai) in (:‘)“-’ Si ) which has depth = k< d, is determined by (1) and 
(2) as mentioned in Claim la. 
With these adaptationr; the proof 4.2-4.5 goes through. 
3.11. Green relatiolx i21 a finitary projective limit 
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be a sequence of surmorphisms in the category .YA, whose projective limit 
(projlim S,), is finitary. Then: 
c%l)n,uJ~(tnl)m,, in (~lr;jjrn Sn)A iff (Vn~o) [sn5fn in $1. 
Proof. The (direction (J) is obvious. 
(I) Supp’ose (VnEc0)[s,_, n -Z t in S,] (the proof is the same for another 0. 
Since (projhm S,,), is finitary, there exists N such that (s,),,,, resp. (t,n)mEw, is 
determined by +,, resp. tN. Then there exists a sequence of generators 
(a r, . . . , ak) E .A + such that (when the generators are evaluated in SN): sN = al .e. ak tn;. 
It follows (preljective limit) that s, = a, .*. ak t,,, for all n IN (evaluating al, . . . , ak 
in S,),, 
For II > N, we evaluate al, . . . , ak in S,,, and choose inverse images of s,\~, t y in S, 
(n > N): by assumption (choice of N) s,, and t,, are unique (given sN and tN)* Also 
a1 ... aktn (in S,) is an inverse image of sN, hence (UniqUeneSS): s, = al ... akt,, (With 
aI, . . . . ak evaluated in S,). Therefore (s,), Ew = al em. ak - (t,,), EW3 
evaluated in (projlim,,, S,),. 0 
with al, . . . ,a6 
Remark. The proposition for = and < follows from the ‘g-case. 
3.12. Properties of the expansion (: )A’ 
Proposition. (1) For any semigroup S with S=(A): 3; = S,$ = 5:. (Hence, S,.; has 
unambiguous L- and R-orders, h, and h ), aperiodic ieft and right stabiiizers, and 
the non-regular X-classes are trivial (see 2.8 and 2.9)). 
(2) Properties of the canonical morphism n : 9; + S: rl is D*, strongly J*, y 
injective, cyclic-injective, preserves torsion equations, and weakly preserves grorrps 
(i.e., n has all the properties that are common to n’ : 5: d S and n ’ : $1 + S, that 
we listed earlier). 
Proof. (1) follows from the following: 
Cla.im. If (projlim,.,, ,S,, + 1 % -S,,),, is a finitary projective limit, then 
projlim S,, 1 -f%+ S,, 
N -+ 00 
(and dually for - g). 
Proof of 178aim. Evaluating a sequence of generators (a,, . . . , ak) in these IWO p;o- 
jective limits we obtain respectively: 
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However, by 3.11 (finitary projective limit), the reductions operate the same way 
in the two cases, since 
..~.~,,ai’.‘ak,...rai”‘(lk 
ES?i ES1 
in (projlim QA iff 
(VnEW) ai”‘aksY ai_r “‘ak in S,. 
Hence associating the two infinite sequences (generated by al, . . . , ak) is an isomor- 
phism, This proves the claim. 
Applying this to (:)i we obtain 
which is isomorphic to S, (by 3.1). We also have (see 3.9) $2 = 
(-^“Y -I 
(projlim,,,, Si )A, from which we obtain in a similar way $1 = S$ . 
(2) Properties of q : $2 --I) S. 
(D*) Let ((21, . . . , a& (a; , . . . , ai) be sequences of generators (evaluated in Si), 
such that ai --‘ akz5, a; ---a; and al se- ak,a; *a- ai are regular in S (when the 
generators are evaluated in S). Then (since the canonical morphisms are D*, by 
2.14): 
c-v 
(b%ew) ul-ssak=9a;‘-‘a~ and regular in Si . 
It fdOWS llclW that ai *** &=i/ a; -** ai in si, by 3.11. That both elements are 
‘-7 n 
~egutar, fobws~ from the fact that a1 --- ak’l/ e (idempotent) in ‘SA” ) (by regu- 
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larity), and that 9: 9, +A preserves idempotents (as will be proved shortly, in- 
dependently of this.) 
(J*) The proof is similar to the one for D*. 
Preservation of torsion equations (and hence of idempotents). 
generate an element of sz, and suppose ~=a! a.. ak (evaluated in 
si = si+j. Then 
(I+ E w) (al .a. f7k)i = (a, ... ak)‘+j 
( ,^’ )” 
in Si’ 
(since the canonical morphisms preserve torsion equations, 2.10). - 
Let a1 --’ ffk 
S) satisfies: 
But then also (a, -.. ak)’ = (a, s.. ~7~)’ tJ in $2 - by the definitions of the multiplica- 
tion in a direct product. 
.@-injective. If a1 ... ak=,r/a; -.. a;, in 32, a.nd a, ..m akfff; a.. a;, in St.. then 
(1’) 
(~~EW)(~1”‘Qk#“1’;...a;, in Si (different ir. some coordinate), and a, a.. ak= w 
a; . . . a~ in (~~ )I” . 
From there it follows that a1 ... ak=.lv a; ... ai iv S, and (since the canonical mor- 
phisms are .%-in.jec:tive, 2.10): aI a.- ak#a; --. ai in S. 
Cyclic-,injective, t3imilar proof as for X’injective. 
Preservation cfgroups (weaA!_v). Let G be a subgroup of S, with identity I E G. 
For each element g E G we choose a fixed sequence of generators ap’, . . . , of,:’ E A 
such tha.t in S: g = a?’ *. - a$‘, 
It is easy to prove that in $ or 9;‘: 
is a subgroup of $$ (resp. $i) which is isomorphic to G - with fly; ,a:” as identity. 
Inductively, evaluating the generators in S, , S, , etc., we see thaL this 
group is preserved when we apply (T),’ or (:)i. Thus the group G is preserved in 
each (‘$) and is described by the same generator sequences. 
Herd these same generator sequences, when evaluated in gi (projective limit) 
yield a group (described like G above) isomorphic to G. 
Remark. Everything said about -+ can be repeated for I- + (rhe cover expansion) - 
except that si does not necessarily have aperiodic stabilizers and trivial non- 
regular .Cclasses. 
4. Iteration of the Rhodes expansions: Preservation of finiteness and of the finite- 
yabove property 
We shall prove that if S is finite (resp. finite-<y-above), then 5.; is also finite 
(resp. finite-y-above). 
4.1. TReorem A. If S is a finite semigroup generated 
such that 
by A, then there exists n r 1 
(whit%, by 3.1, is isomorphic to sz 
and $1 
A resp., hence this semigroup is in- 
wariant under A:* and *.z cut down to A; hence also: 92 is finite if S is finite). 
Theorem B. Ij S is finite-f-above, then gi is finite-Cf-above. 
Prosf. We shs;EX first prove Theorem A, and then reduce the finite-pabove case 
(Theorem B) tr) the finite case: 
Outline of the proof of Theorem A (finite semigroups). (1) We first prove the 
theorem for reguiar semigroups, and, more generally, if S is not regular we show 
that for n big enough, the canonical morphisms 
are injective when restricted to Reg 1 (the first regular layer). 
(2) We show that if q : X-wS is a f*-morphism and S is a finite semigroup, then 
the ,f-depth of X is bounded by a number depending only on S. 
(3) Finally, from the above and by the fact that the set of generators tays fixed 
(7 
(namely A) we show that the cardinality of ??f is bounded (independently of n). 
Regular case 
4.2. Claim il. Let S be a finite semigroup generated by A C_ S, and let the f-depth 
( zy )“-a 
of Reg ! be r 2n. Then the canonical morphism Q$$ ’ : Sf _W’~~‘” is injec 
- (^k#Y (Y#ip)” 
tive when restricted to Reg 1 (and similarly for r(g$ ” : ,$i ““+ ,A” ). (See 
Remarks 2.19.) 
Proof of Claim 1. Consider first the following examples: 
If the <y-depth 
length I). 
If S is regular 
q.f S is 1, then $i =S=gi (since here, every <:, or <,# -chain has 
-Y 
and the <y-depth of S is 2, then elements of g’ have the form _ 
i.e., no element gi contains more than 3 elements of S. 
olds because the ,Gdepth of S is 2, and by 2.13 (certainly no column can 
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be longer than 2; a.lso, there cannot be more than 2 columns, by 2.13; moreover the 
second column can hold only one element, otherwise we would obtain a ,y-chain 
sl<, s3 <,# s4 of length 3). 
Consider the following two morphisms: 
(the canonical morphism), 
and the induced morphism 
(rl*)-?:;~*$, 
(by the diagram 
rt .:a.” 4. (see 2.3 and 3.8)). 
$21 __-* S 
r7 a> 
Hence, taking the product (see 1.6): II;;’ x ($‘)-’ : J?’ ++ (s^-’ x s^ ’ ),4, we have a sur- 
m.orphism which is injective, since the knowledge of 
and (s2<) s3) determines 
Notice that we needed the fact that q, s2, s3 are regular, otherwise 2.13 does not 
claim that there are at most two cclumns in an element of hold, and we cannot 
^ ‘I 
$Y 
The general case is 
First we generalize 
very similar to the above example. 
the morphisms defined on i.i. 
efimtion. A k-section of ‘,$:I (for 1 sksn) is the canonical surmorphism 
^ 8’ 
( $j_, )” 1 d ( -^I;> )” ’ 
i7($_J)A ’ : %, / ; 
J$‘1 ’ 
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this is then indwced (as in 2.3 or 3.8) to 
:; k I 
= by 3.1; this is then further induced to 
-AJ 
(rt’g”))i-’ .J (:$r-” 
(g3k-l ) 
by the commutativity of 3.9 and by 3.1 this morphism is $$-I 1 - $$$I: “. 
If & = I (l-section), we start with q’:sf-))S, and induce to (q”)-“:ij -++,!?i’, 
then to 
Incuilively: in a l-section, an 
in a &-section, an element 
,=($-’ 
A if kz2). See Fig. 2. 
( ^Y) 
element of 3: is ‘covered’ by elements of 9:. 
of (,I;) ( -9 )” Ly 
LA is ‘covered’ by Schains of 9: 
( -3 
So, now we have the following surmorphisms on s,$ : 
(from 1 -section): 
(from k-seztions, k 5 2): 
n(= 21 -section 
Fig. 2. Element of 3: for n =2. 
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(canonical morphism): 
Hence, taking the product: 
(which is isomorphic to ($i’ X ‘g_ ’ )A, by 1.7). 
4.4. We now c!aim that this surmorphism v is injective when restricted to Reg 1 (the 
(I$) 
first regular layer of S, ), 
( ,^’ )” 
when 2nz3depth of Reg 1, i.e., Reg 1 of Si is 
(?Y Ifi8 
determined by th:e canonical morphic image (-++ S,$’ ) and the induced k- 
section images (-+S, w- 
This is prsoved as follows: An element 
&$-‘- . 
, i.e., .cihe lement is of the form 
A E ‘;I; 1” 
A is made up of columns 
(_^I) 
Definition. By an tapper column-segment of the element d E 5; we mean the 
( ?‘)“- I_# 
part of a column (E Si ) of d which is <,$--above a given element (E S,” ( I-:)” ‘) 
of the column (called the bottom of the upper column-segmeni), i.e., an upper 
column-segment is like the shaded part m 
( I-‘) 
Clairmn la. Let A be an element of Reg 1 of S,,: - und assume d has &y-depth d
(or equivalently, its corner in S has <y-depth d, since the canonical morphisms are 
f*; see Remarks 2.19). 
44 J. 42. Birget 
J-depth 2 
Fig. 3. 
r = 
L 
(n- 1) -section 
bottoh triangle of 
upper column-segment 
Fig. 4. 
Then an upper-cobnn segment (of A) which has (y-depth = k < d, 
by: 
t-Y 
(I) the trottam ( E g; ) of this upper column-segment, and 
is determined 
(2) the (n- i)-, . . . , (n - r(k - 1)/21)-sections of A (where rcrl E N denotes the 
upper integra! part of aE R). 
This claim is proved by induction on k (with n and d variable, subject only to 
k<dc:2n). 
k = 1: The claim is obvious in this case, since here the whole upper column- 
segment consists of its bottom (of fdepth 1). 
k = 2: The upper column-segment has the form shown in Fig. 3. It is indeed deter- 
mined by its bottom, and the (n - I)-section (where 1 = f(2 - 1)/2) = r(k - 1)/21. 
To illustrate the reasoning we also show how in the cases k = 3 and I the upper 
column-segment is determined. 
k- 3: The upper column-segiment has the form shown in Fig. 4*. Here 
(k - I)/21 = g(3 - I)/21 = 1, and again the upper column-segment is determined 
by its bottom triangle, and by the (n - l)-section. 
k =4: The upper column-segment is determined by the bottom triangle, and the 
(n - I I-, and (n - 2)-sections (where 2 = r(4 - 1)/2]). See Fig. 5. 
Inductive step. Assume the claim holds for j-depths (of the bottom of the upper 
column-segm’ent) 1, 2, . . . , k - for any n,d with k<ds 2n. We shall now prove the 
* Isa Fig5 9, 5 and 7 the indicated equality follows by the properties of the :$-order of - IP (dual of 
7.5(C)). 
r - 
I-- 
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hashed bottom rows 
bottorn 
Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 
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claim for a.n upper column-segment whose bottom has ,_$-depth k+ 1 (for any n and 
d siuch that k + 1. <d~2n). We still assume that all elements are in Reg 1. 
‘T’he whlole upper column-segment has the form shown in Fig. 6. The bottom 
triangle has <$-depth k+ 1; the rest of the upper column will be called the k-upper- 
column-segment; and its bottom, which has cFdepth 5 k (by 2. l?), will be called, the 
k-bsottam. 
By inductive hypothesis, the k-upper-column-segment is determined by the 
( :-;>” 
k-blottom, and by the (n - I)-, . . . , (n - [(k- 1)/21)-sections of Si . 
To show that the whole upper column-segment is determined as said in Claim la, 
we must show that the k-bottom triangle is itself determined by the bottom triangle 
of the whole upper column-segment and the (n - l)-, . . . , (n - rk/21)-sections. 
The k-bottom, and the bottom have the forms shown in Fig. 7. The columns 
(l),(2), . ..> (k) of the k-bottom triangle have bottoms of ,y-depths 1, 12, . . . , 5 k 
req. (by 2.13). 
Column (k) is determined by the (n - I)-section (for its bottom), and by the 
bottom triangle of the whole upper column-segment (by the P-order properties, 
dual (for -g) of 2.5(c)). 
Columns (l), (2), . . . , (ii - 1) are determined inductitfely by their bottom triangles 
(which in turn are determined by the (n - I)-section), and by the ((n - 1) - l)-, . . . , 
((n - 1) - f(k - 2)/21)-sections of ‘?$ )” ‘. Moreo.jer, an ((n - 1) - i)-sectiN of 
1 ) -section 
Fig. 7. 
(i-Y I. ( 9) 
1s an (n - 1 - i)-section of 9: ( -Y _ 
is ($“_“’ ‘*a 
(Indeed, an ((n - 1) - i)-section of g: 
,,($ z 
_(.$)lW 1)-i 
(or 32) which is then induced to ST 
) o’r to (gyy~,y-’ 
( ,^Y y-‘__($+2 
(of 
A 
(or $.($ )n-l ( 3+’ 
4 -“ w 
) according as we deal with Si 
or %? .) So, the k-bottom triangle is determined by the bottom of the whole 
upper column-segment, and by the (n - I), . . . , (n - 2), . . . ) (n - 1) - r(k - 2)/21)- 
( z2 ) 
sections of Si . 
This proves Claim la (noting that I + r(k - 2)/21= [k/21). Cl 
Finally, we prove that p : Si _( S.” 
(1Y)n ( “‘)“-~‘_.pXSY(:,~)n-’ 
)A is injective when 
~~~~t~d to Reg 1 (for <y-depth of Reg 1 I 2n), (see 4.4): Every element of Reg 1 of 
“S: 1 
R as ai most 2n columns (by 2.13). 
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(_‘)” (Z’)” I_$ 
CM~I~ (2n) is determined irectly by the canonical morphism L?i 3) Si’ . 
C~olumrrs (1), (2) , _ . . , (2n - 1) are determined (as we proved in Claim 1 a) 
by their bottoms (which are given by the n-section), and by the (n - l)-, . . . , 
(n - r((2n .-- 1) - 1)/21)-sections of 5” ) i.e. (since r(zn - 2)/21= n - 1, SO n - 
r(2n - 1 - 1)/21= l), by the (n - I), !. , i-sections 
( -9 
In a du,al way we have a morphism t,u : 9; 
injective liwhen restricted to Reg 1. 
To pro’ve Claim 1 r:4.2), apply the previous result to 3: (resp. $‘) instead of 
,*. ‘~h~!,~ ,!iax~~:)*-,(S rP^~t~Y,)n ~‘x ~.~^a(^-:)’ ‘)~ wllich is =((S:)‘xs^X’^:)’ i)A by 
( -^“)” 
3.1) +ivhichl is = Si (by 1.7(b), since 9: 
(:I;#)” 1 
’ is a homomorphic image of 
I[ :’ ;) 
5; ). El 
4.5. Corollary (to Claim I (4.2)). If 2r~2~Qiepth of Rcg 1, then the canonical 
morphisms 
a;e injective when restricted to Reg 1. 
Proof. Apply Claim 1 to the semigroup $i instead of S. Then gi 
(::‘)“-, *&q ,(::f)” 
.-1 
is injective when restricted to Reg 1, which is what the corollary states. Similarly we 
have* (,^,“Y+‘J&Y, . 
* A A 1s injective when restricted to Reg 1). 
In exactly the same way as we proved Claim 1 we obtain: 
4.6. Generalization of Claim 1. Suppose there exists mO> 0 such that for all 
m 2 mo: the canonical morphisms 
are injective when restricted to Reg 1 U Null 1 U ..- U Reg ktJ Null k. Assume the 
pdepths of Reg(k+ 1) in (i.‘)mO 
and in ($)“‘0 
A are 2: 2n. Then the canonical 
( ,^Y )N”fl_# , “A, ” + ,?I 
morphisms Si 3, $A? 
)A 
etc. are injective when restricted to Reg 1 LJ 
Null 1 Wm.aURegkUNul1 kUReg(k+ 1). 
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Remark. Claim 1 enables us to compute a crude upper bound on the cardinality of 
Reg 1 in 9;: Let c be maxima1 size of the j%Aasses of Reg 1 in S, and rl the f- 
thickness of Reg 1. Then the maxima1 size of a j%zlass in Si’ (or Si ) is s c”, in 
ii it is (c’~)‘~ ==& (since Reg 1 has the same depth in all f*-preimages) etc.; in ,!$ it 
is rc’i “*’ (since in Si Reg 1 does not change any more after rl -I- 1 e’s were ap- 
plied). The number of @lasses in Reg 1 is 5 IS 1 (since 8;*-maps). So jReg 1) s 
81. pp” (where ,ys is the fdepth of S). 
4.7. f-depth of inverse images of fl*-morphisms 
Proposition. Let X, S be semigroups, where S is finite, and let ~0 : X +S be a 
f%orphism. Then the ‘&depth of X is ZG (3fs)ys, where ,ys is the ,f-depth of S. 
prq& Pi 0 31 ,zn,e q~ is ,$J*, X and S have the same null-regular-layer structure; also, c,~ - 
chains of X Fnade of regular elements map onto f-chains of S of the same length. 
So, if a <,-chain of X maps onto a shorter <,Y-chain of S, it must contain non- 
regular elements. 
To show kow much longer <,-chains of X can be than the <:,-chains of S they 
map onto, we have to look at the null layers. Suppose x1 c,~ x0 in X. If (xi& <,p (x,)(p, 
then there is no length increase of c,p-chains in going from S to X. So we only 
have to consider the case of a strict chain x~c,~ -a. c,~ x1 <.uxo of X for which 
(X&EI ‘*a ZE? (xi )p qB (xo)p in S. For each xk <? xk _ r we have xk = akxk _ lbk, 
(ak, bk E X’); and we can write: 
&her (ii) Jsk<, &- Is so bk=l, 
or (2) &C,X,-I, so Ok= 1, 
or (3) x&l,#&<, xk- 1 (where &=akXk_i), 
Or (4) &s, uk<,#xk_I (where uk=xk-Ib). 
The cases xk < uk = x,_ , will be ignored (if they occur we replace & _ i by the ele- 
ment u,; the new <,-chain in X represents the same <,I/‘-chain of y-classes, and its 
images under ~0 are still =Y in S). 
In any case we obtain the following %-chain and &chain: 
urnam - 1 -‘.a,51a,_,*..a,s,...I,al in X, 
bsr,blbt1,*...2;,bl.=.b,_,I.b,.-.b,_,b, in X. 
Also xk =ak ‘a- a,x*b, .s.bk. W’e now claim that (for k=l,...,m): 
Ok&:- 1 -a. a, <, ak _ I s-s cII if xk<, xk_] orxk~#uk<y.xk_lm 
s~~~~se a~ffk._l’~.al~,a~_,‘~‘ffj; if x~<,x~_~, multiply this L-equi- 
“‘bk _ I on the right (here bk - I), giving a&_ 1 . ..alxObl ... 
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bk__,(hk~=l)~~ak_I...a,xobl...bk_,, thusxk=Yxk_I, whichcontradictsxk<,xk r; 
if xk(,$uk<J xk_ r, multiply the L-equivalence by xobl ... bk _ 1 on the right, giving 
akak- 1 . ..alx~b.,.,bk_I’~ak_*‘..a,xob,...bk_,, thus Uk=‘xk_], which con- 
tradicts nk <9 xk _ , *) 
Similarly, we have (for k = 1, . . . , m): 
6, a** bk ,bk+b, . ..bk_. if .~k<<,xk_l orxk5Yuk<fi:x-I. 
Thus we have p;‘oved: 
The length of the chain x,,,<~~~~~<,~x,<~x~ (i.e., m+ 1) is 
~l+Iength ofRed,[a,,a,,_,...a,~,a,,~_I...a,~,...(:,al] 
i-length of Red,,[b,r,b,bzz,,~ ...z $b1b2... b,,,] 
(where Red,, resp. Red #, denote the reductions as defined for the Rhodes expan- 
sion S’, resp. 9”‘). 
Moreover we 
Claim. Zf (x&, . . . , (x&p are in the null-layer Null i, then 
bk ...allk=l ,..., RI> and {b,...bkjk=l ,..., m} 
belong to higher layers (i.e., Reg 1 U Null 1 U ..+UReg i, exckding Null il. 
Proof. The fact that ak a.. a, belongs to a higher layer than Null i follows from 
Lemma 3.4 asi follows: suppose ak “- a, E Null i (to obtain a contradiction), hence 
also (ak s*. a,)p ~Nuii i of S (since rj~ is J*). Also (x,b, e.. bk)~‘j(x~)~E Nuii i 
(since 
bbw, since (ak ea. a,)~ and (x0& m-S bk)f$ have no regular element ,y’-inbetween (since 
they belong to the same null-layer Null i)? we have by 3.4: 
tak a.. al)rp. (X&I ‘*’ bk)q <I, (X& .” bk)p t = j (-$)d, 
hence (xk)ip<y (X&I (recaii we are assuming that S is a finite semigroup). This con- 
tradicts the fact that (~,~)rp=, (X&J. 
Similarly, this is proired for h, ... bk. q 
So, we have proved so far the following: 
If a strict JQhain of .Y : x, c,/ ---<, x1 -Cr x0 map into one J-class of Null i of S 
(i.e., (x,,)cp~,~ .**=,“lr(~I)p=,Y (x,)(p), then its length (i.e., m + 1) is 
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5 1 + (length of longest <.,.-chain of Reg 1 U .a. U Null(i -- 1) U Reg i G X) 
+ (length of longest <.# -chain of Reg I U --- U Null(i - 1) U Reg i c X). 
Intuitively: if a <,$-chain of S lifts to a longer cCY-chain in X, then this length- 
increase coxesponds to Y’- and1 R-chains in higher null or regular layers. 
From this we can compute a bound on the fdepth of X. We use the following 
notation: 
ni=cV-thickness of Nulli of S (i.e., the length of the longest cY-chain of S 
made of elements from INull i), 
r, =pthicktuess of Reg i of S (and of Reg i of X), 
dk=f-depth of Null k of X (i.e., the length of the longest cY-chain of X 
ascending from Null k CI X, containing elements from Reg 1 U ..Q U Reg kU 
Null k); a priori dk could be infinite. (See Fig. 8.) 
We have 
rl 2 the length of cj-chains of Reg 1, 
nl 2 the length of <:!-chains of S in Nuil 1 (with (x&<~ (Xi_ ,)(p), 
1 -t 2r, 2 how long a cg-chain of X can map into one y-class of S (by the above 
res,ult). 
And, more generally (see Fig. 9): 
d~~d~-I+r~+nk~(1+2(dk_,+rk)) 
since 
dk _ , + r, 2 the length of cbY-chains above Null k c X, 
nk=maximaP length of Gg-chain in Null k of S, 
1 -i 2(d,_ 1 + rk)= how long a <Y-chain of X can map into a y-class of S. 
If N is the number of null-layers of S (same number for X), then 9depth of 
XsdN+rM+ I (since in the finite semigroup S the lowest layer is regular). 
From these recurrence inequalities it is purely a matter of computation to obtain 
a bound for the f-depth of X : (1) becomes 
d+rl+nl(l +2,_H, 
so 
4 +r2%&+&(1 +2C’,)s2YJ1 +%I; 
(k) becomes 
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i ,! 
--x., : dk-l ; 
Fig. 8 Fig. 9 
Hence 
dk+fk+, 5 (3C$S)k - ‘(dl + rz) 
s (3x2 - t - 2<%‘,( 1 + ‘Y..) 5 (3 .Q + r .
Hence, ,Yde@ x5(3ySY’+ ’ I (3<~5),% (since AI+ l s ,y,). 
Remark. Obviously these bounds are rather crude. 
Completion of the proof for the finite case 
4.8. Claim 3. Assume that for all n 1 no the canonical morphisms 
are injective when restricted to Reg 1 U Null 1 U ..a U Null p W Reg( p + 1). Ther! there 
exists kz0 such that for all nz no the canonical morphisms 
are injective when restricted to 
Reg 1UNull lU..~WNuPlpURe~(p+ l)UNull(p+ 1). 
Proof. We shall prove that there is an upper bound on the cardinality of Null(p + I), 
depending only on S (and not ,n the number of A’s applied). From that it follows 
that “after applying enough -‘s” the canonical morphisms will be injective on 
Null(p+ l), as claimed. 
The boundedness of Null(p+ 1) follows from the following considerations: 
(1) Every $Wass icf Null(p + 1) has bounded sardinali?y. Indeed a whole J-class is 
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obtained by taking one representative and multiplying it, on the left and on the right, 
by certain elements of the semigroup. Since here we are dealing with a f-class from 
Nuil(p t l), the multipliers must be from Reg 1 U Null 1 U -0. UNull p U Reg(p + l), 
i.e., from higher layers (this follows from 3.4). However, the assumption is that 
Reg 1 U l -- UNull pU Rcg(p + 1) do not change anymore when more *‘s (cut down 
to generators) are added. 
So every j-class of Null(p + 1) has cardlnaiity 
~1+2~ReglUNulllU .-.UNullpUReg(p+ l)] 
L 
V 
J 
in ($P or ,&$P 
A A 
(2) ZJre j-thickness of Null(p + 1) is bounded: this follows from Claim 2 (4.7). 
A bound is (3,,yi)9s, where kps is the f-depth of S. 
(3) Eww~~-&J~~ of Null@ + 1) has a bounded number of jWasses immediately 
j-below. A bslund is 2 IAl - (bound on size of f). This follows from the fact that 
the number of generators of the semigroup is kept fixed. (Thanks to John Rhodes 
for this helpful hint.) Indeed, a $Qlass immediately below a f-class J c Null( p t l), 
is reached by muitiplying an element off by an element of A (on the left or on the 
right), 
(4) The number of y-classes of Nuli(p t 1) that do not have elements >,r-above 
within Nuil(p t I), is bounded. A bound is 
I141 -(1+2 /Reg 1UNull 1U.e-UNullpUReg(p+ 1)1) 
L J Y 
Indeed, an element of Null(p + 1) which is highest in the y-order within Null(p + l), 
is either an element of A, or is obtained by multiplying an element of Reg 1 U 
Null I U-.-U Null pUReg(p+ 1) by an element of A (on the right or on the left). 
Considerations (2), (3), (4), show that the f-class structure within !Jull(p+ 1) is 
ounded (by (4) we start out with a bounded number of highest classes, then at each 
step we have a bounded number of immediate descendants by (3), and by (2) the 
depth of this process is bounded). Moreover, by (l), the <(fr-classes have bounded 
size. Therefore lNull(p + 111 is bounded. 
(?Y ( ?)na9 
Hence, for n big enough, Sz , ST etc. will have their respective 
~~1~~ -I- I) of the same size. Since the canonical morphisms preserve the layer struc- 
ture (2.18), Null( p + 1) maps onto Null{ p + 1) (in the respective semigroups). So, for 
~~~~gi~ themorphisms are injective on Null(p+ 1) (since, if a map sends a 
~~jte set onto another finite set of the same size, the map must be injective). 
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Completing the proof of Theorem A 
By Claim 1, the canonical morphisms 
, 
will be injective when restricted to Reg 1, for n big enough. 
Inductively, applying 4.8 (Claim 3) and 4.6 (Generalization of Claim l), going 
down the null-regular layer structure, we obtain that the above canonical morphisms 
will be injective on all the layers (for n big enough), i.e., the morphisms will be 
isomorphisms. 
Proof for the ‘fnite-cY-above’ case (Theorem B) 
4.9. Claim 1. If S is finite-‘y-above, then so are 
Zl’, s^ ‘, S/, Si (where S = (A)). 
Proof. Given s E S’, consider any element E S’ such that SIP t. Let 
s=(s,<, “‘<1 s,), t=(t,<:, “‘<2 t,). 
Then sns,ytk<y tk_,<y ---<y t,. But, since S is finite-<.f-above there are only 
finitely many choices for tk, tk_ 1, . . . , t, (since they are all J-above s,). So there are 
only finitely many t with ssYt. 
The proof for 9’ etc. is similar. This proves Claim 1. [I3 
Assume S is finite-f-above. For SE S, define 
$(1s in S)={xES)x2~~s). 
Then <T((~s in S)’ is a finite semigroup (namely the Rees quotient semigroup 
S/{XES)X2,yS)). 
Let Z E (S.S )“- IB 
A be such that S--SE S, under the canonical morphism. Then 
f(>s in SA 
( -1: )n- * ) E (Sj )‘& . (I-;.)“_ * 
is a union of cy-classes of (,Y( 2s in S)‘)..r , and 
( :<, )“^,# 
these rf-classes in f( LS in Si 
( I-:)“_ $ 
) are also ‘Y-classes of S.,” . 
Moreover, for n big enough depending on s, the canonical morphism 
- n’ 
(f( 2s in S)‘)A (x+(‘~(_ ? >s an s)o)y 
is an isomorphism (by Theorem A); hence for n big enough, the canonical morphism 
( 1; )n_:# 
is injective on f( 2s in SA ), so ~( >s in (~.~ )“- ‘ - A “) has bounded c;drdinali,y (as 
n--+m). 
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So we proved: For every given s E S, there exists no 11 (depending only on s) 
( ? )t# 
such that !W> no) (~/SE (s)q;’ (where qn : gi ++S is the canonical morphism)): 
~(Ls in (~~~~ “I) has bounded size (bound independent of n). 
This implies that g; is finite-$%bove. q 
4.10. Case of the cover expansion. Preservation of finiteness and of ‘finite-f-above’ 
hoids also if we iterate the cover expansions “2, -2, cut down to a set of 
generators A (Theorems A and B (4.1)). 
Proof. If S is finite, then $2 is finite, since $2 is a homomorphic image of gi, 
which is finite (one could also prove Khe finiteness of & directly by adapting the 
proof for Si ). 
That ii is finite-<f-above if S is finite-<y-above is proved in the same way as for 
Q* 
Summary (of Sections 3 and 4) 
4.11. Thw~rem. For any semigroup S, generated by a subset A, there exists a semi- 
group .$, generated by a subset of cardinaiity \A/ (and also denoted by A), and 
a surmorphism tf : $i +S which is injective on A. 
The following properties hold for gi and q: 
(1) ~$2 is invariant under application of (:)z and (:>;i”. Hence s_ has unam- 
biguous L- and R-order, and the functions h, and hd are defined; moreover, each 
non-regular .H-class of 32 is a singleton; and, left- resp. right stabilizers of points 
in $A+ are aperiodic semigroups. 
(2) If S is finite, resp. finite-f-above, then 3; is finite, resp. finite-f-above. 
(3) The morphism q is X-injective and cyclic-injective, preserves torsion equations 
and weakly preserves groups, and is D* and strongly .I*. 
(4) ( : )A is an expansion of $2. 
5. Appliatims 
In [2] we shall see that an unambiguous emigroup can be embedded in a regular 
semigroup having the same subgroups and the same ideal structure (except hat a 
zero is added). Together with this paper this shows1 that. any semigroup divides a 
regular semigroup in a special way. If the given semigroup is finite, resp. finite-f- 
above, then the regular semigroup it divides is also finite, resp. finite-f-above (ex- 
cept for the zero of the regular semigroup). 
In [3j we prove that every semigroup S is a homomorphic image of a semigroup 
.q ~~bic~ is finite-yabov.2; moreover this homomorphism is very special since it can 
e written as a projection from semidirect products, restricted to a subsemigroup: 
Iteration of expansions - unambiguous semigroups 
Szs(E, *s>k* 
/ 
(P 
/ 
Q 
The diagram commutes (i.e., q==pls); * (resp. :) denotes the semidirect (resp. 
reverse semidirect) product; Et and E2 are special semilattices. 
These papers together show that any semigroup divides, in a special way, a regular 
semigroup which is finite-‘ylabove (except for the zero). 
In [4] we shall use this result to obtain a structure theorem for arbitrary semi- 
groups: any semigroup S divides, in a special way, a semigroup built up from Rees 
matrix semigroups and extensions by groups (the groups being direct products of 
finite subgroups of S). 
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